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Dear Friends, 
 

 “There is nothing new under the sun”    Ecclesiastes 1 v9 

“If anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation. Old things 
are passed away. Behold all things are new”   2 Cor 5 v17 
 
These two apparently conflicting statements are found in 
scripture! 
In summary “Forget it, nothing ever changes” and “everything 
has become new.” 
One writer from the old testament (Qohelet). 
One writer from the new testament (St Paul). 
What explains the difference? 
One lived before Christ. The other lived after Christ. 
I draw your attention to them because on 31st May we will be 
celebrating the birthday of the Church, Pentecost, when God‟s 
Spirit came and the Church was renewed. 
Things and people could never be the same. All became 
renewed. It did not mean that the Church was excused suffering 
and persecution! 
It did mean that the Church couldn‟t remain behind closed doors. 
The Church was empowered for mission and service. Finding 
strength in God‟s Spirit. 
We do live in interesting times! 
I cannot tell you how much I am missing meeting and visiting you 
and sharing worship with you. 
I hanker after the old days when over forty of us would worship 
midweek and two hundred and fifty on a Sunday. 
I would much prefer to see you than look at a little piece of 
plastic in church when I preach! 
In the fullness of time I believe we will be able to be together. 
Yet the most important time is the present! 
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Despite the tidal wave of sadness and tragedy, we all must be 
open to doing things differently. 
Open to seeing the different avenues of service.  
We‟ve spoken before about the myopia of the people in the 
wilderness. 
On their journey through the desert, they called on Moses to lead 
them back to Egypt instead of onwards to the Promised Land. 
At times we would like to return to our old lives. Yet the only way 
is forward. 
In our wilderness time we are all learning anew the value of: 

 Care and kindness  
 Neighbourliness  
 Costly service  

Perhaps we are seeing people in a new and better light.  
We are appreciating more what we once took for granted. 
We understand anew how truly fragile our lives are! 
In some way the world will not change. I hope scientists might 
find, as they have done for many things before, a vaccine to 
mitigate this new virus. 
Yet the real changes come in our hearts. 
As we all learn difficult lessons at this difficult time, may we yet 
be renewed in spirit. 
As we celebrate our church birthday together may this be our 
prayer for this time: 
 

“Spirit of the living God, fall afresh on me. 
Melt me, mould me, fill me and use me. 

Spirit of the living God fall afresh on me.” 
 
Yours in Him  
Rev. Neil McNaught  
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Serving Others 

 

One of my favourite passages of Scripture is found  

within the books of the New Testament at Romans 

12:3-8 „Humble Service in the Body of Christ‟. 

As you will be aware, this passage was written by the 

Apostle Paul to the Church in Rome.  Paul uses the 

human body as a reference point to illustrate how a Christian community works.  

He refers to such communities as 'the Body of Christ' where, as with in the 

human body there are numerous parts, each different to the others and each 

with its own job to perform. 

Paul writes: “For just as each of us has one body with many members, and 

these members do not all have the same function, so in Christ we, though many, 

form one body, and each member belongs to all the others.  We have different 

gifts, according to the grace given to each of us.” (Romans 12: 4-6, NIV). 

During the first four weeks of „lockdown‟, I was so moved when I saw the 

principles outlined by Paul being demonstrated in action at Alloway Parish 

Church.  So many people have been „doing their part‟ to ensure the continuation 

of a Christian ministry to our members, to the Parish and beyond.  Some have 

been involved in producing weekly virtual worship, many have been making 

contact with our members to ensure that everyone can have a chat and anyone 

in need is offered appropriate assistance.  Others are maintaining an active 

prayer ministry, many are involved in various „WhatsApp‟ groups to maintain 

fellowship and so many have been providing donations each Sunday for the 

Foodbank and the list goes on. 

So many individuals, playing their part in the Body of Christ and demonstrating 

the right hand of fellowship in action – may God bless you all! 

If you know of anyone who would benefit from assistance, or would like a 

telephone call or letter, please let me know. 

In the meantime, keep well and keep safe! 
 

David Hume 

Church Family and Schools Worker 

07858 966367 

dhume@churchofscotland.org.uk 
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          Coping in the Storm 

 

 

 

 

„Jesus got up, rebuked the wind and said to the waves, „Quiet! 

Be still!‟ Then the wind died down and it was completely 

calm.‟ (Mark 4:39). 

What started out for the disciples as a routine trip across the Sea of 

Galilee, ended up with a storm threatening to overwhelm their boat! 

Jesus was asleep in the boat, so little wonder they feared for their 

lives: „Teacher, don‟t you care if we drown?‟ (38).  

Who would have thought two months ago that the world would be 

overwhelmed by the coronavirus pandemic and our lives turned 

upside down! Self-isolating and self-distancing are now part of our 

daily vocabulary, as we live in an uncertain world. What does this 

story say to us in our circumstances? 

Firstly, we read that Jesus calmed the storm: „He got up, rebuked the 

wind and said to the waves, „Quiet! Be still!‟‟ (39). He is the Lord of 

the storm and holds our circumstances in His hands. We are called to 

trust, not fear, being assured that He is with us to protect us. „Why are 

you so afraid? Do you still have no faith?‟ (40). Nothing is outside of 

His control. 

Secondly, despite the calm, the disciples were still terrified: „They 

were terrified and asked each other, „Who is this? Even the wind and 

the waves obey Him!‟‟ (41). Like us, the disciples were asking why 

Jesus, who loved them, had allowed the storm to happen! Our 

circumstances provide us with an opportunity to understand more 

deeply who Jesus is. We can‟t control Him and we don‟t always 

understand His bigger plans for us and His world. We are called to 

overcome fear and insecurity, by living lives of peace, faith and hope. 
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A Prayer for This Time  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Jesus Christ, the source of hope in this life. 
 

For all that is good in life, thank you. 
For the love of family and friends, thank you. 

For the kindness of good neighbour and Samaritan 
stranger, thank you. 

 

At this time of national and international crisis may 
those who are vulnerable, hungry or homeless, 

experience support. 
 

May those who are sick, know healing. 
 

May those who are anxious or bereaved, sense comfort. 
 

Bless and guide political leaders and decision makers, 
with wisdom. 

 

Bless and guide health workers and key workers, with 
strength and wellbeing. 

 

Bless and guide each one of us, as we adapt to a new 
way of living. 
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Church Treasurer 

As Mr Alex Lamont retires from the treasurer‟s post due to ill health, we 

thank Alex for his invaluable work over the past two years. 

Alex helped us out through a difficult situation. Despite his own ill-

health, he ably presented the accounts earlier this year for the trustees 

to approve. 

We are indebted to him for prioritising the Church work and wish him 

every blessing in his retirement. 

Alex is succeeded by Mrs Lorna Howes. 

Church Secretary 

So too we are indebted to Mrs Sheila Murray who retires after almost 

ten years as church secretary. 

Sheila has ably assisted many organisations through willing 

administrative support. So too she has faithfully prepared our intimation 

sheets, helped countless people and filled in countless forms on the 

Church‟s behalf. 

Her patience with her line manager (Rev. Neil McNaught) has been 

inspiring and exemplary! 

Sheila‟s stint as church secretary had followed a previous stint as 

church treasurer. 

In short, Sheila has been a wonderful servant of the Church who has 

fulfilled her duties with relentless professionalism and good cheer. 

Mrs Jan Duncan, who has kindly covered for Sheila on occasion for 

several years, is appointed pro tem as our new church secretary. 

 

This month‟s newsletter front cover was beautifully 

drawn and coloured in by Holly O‟Kane (age 8). We 

had a difficult choice between Holly and her little 

sister, Rowan  (age 5) so Rowan‟s picture adorns the 

back cover. 
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Christian Aid Week 

The dates for Christian Aid Week are May 

10th until 16th, but because of the 

coronavirus we will be unable to organise 

our usual door to door collection. 

 Within our parish we normally collect in 

excess of £10,000 and this illustrates the serious loss of income for 

Christian Aid nationally. This is at a time when globally Christian Aid 

would want to be able to help in some of the poorest countries in the 

world where this pandemic will hit hard. We would urge you to donate 

by going on-line to “Christian Aid Week 2020 and coronavirus” for 

information and a means of donating. 

You can also donate by phoning 020 7523 2493 or by sending a 

cheque to Christian Aid, 35-41 Lower Marsh, London, SE1 7RL. 

We are now also able to accept CHEQUES payable to Christian Aid (no 

cash please) on Sunday 10th and 17th May at our foodbank drop off 

point from 10.00 am until 2.00 pm. 

We plan to have our usual Christian Aid book sale and coffee morning 

when life returns to normal. 

Thank you for all your support in the past and please continue to help 

this worthy cause. Mission Committee. 
 

Communion 

At time of publishing it looks very unlikely that we will be able to 

celebrate communion in June. Given the protocols, you should not 

expect a visit from your elder. We will be able to celebrate a “virtual 

communion” online and I hope you will make a point of visiting our 

service online on 14th June 2020. If and when we are permitted to open 

the church on a Sunday, we will do so. 

Please do not hesitate to be in touch if I can be of service. 

Keep safe. 

God bless. 

Rev. Neil McNaught 

01292 441252 

NMcNaught@churchofscotland.org.uk                                    
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Christian Aid Plant Stall 
 

I had ordered up a selection of plug plants 

in February anticipating at that point that 

I‟d be able to run the usual summer plant 

stall.  Obviously that can‟t happen now, so 

as an alternative I intend making the 

plants available on the two Sundays of 

Christian Aid Week (10th and 17th May). 

The stall would run at the same time as the Foodbank drop off at 

the halls and would follow the same social distancing protocols.  

Those interested could make their own selection of plants and we 

would ask that in return you make a donation online or by cheque 

to Christian Aid.  

We would also ask that you bring your own bag or box in which to 

take your plants home.  

Bob and I are not allowed to stay with the stall but I will attempt to 

produce enough information on laminated sheets.  

The selection will include double petunias, fuchsias, verbena, 

lobelia, bacoba and gazanias. There will also be some hardy 

perennials including lupin and hollyhock seedlings, which are 

ready for planting out this year but won‟t flower until next year. 

I haven‟t done tomatoes etc. this year, as by the time I was 

sowing that seed, it was looking unlikely that we could have a 

plant stall and I hadn‟t at that time thought of the current 

arrangements.  

Best Wishes and thanks for your support. 

Carol George 

c_george@btopenworld.com 
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Flower Fellowship 
 

All the team are willing to assist or give advice to 

anyone who would be interested in joining us.    

We would also be interested to hear from anyone 

who would be willing to help at Harvest and/or 

Advent when many hands are needed. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 
 

Please contact – Oonagh Allison (01292 288599), 

Moira Douglas (01292 442951) Isobel Allison (01292 440387) or Anne 

Fawbert (01292 441373). 

 

 
 

Hello! My name is Pauline Brennan. I am a local school mum, a teacher in 

Ayr and also a yoga teacher! I am part of a non-profit social enterprise 

called Yogable that offers yoga classes to children and adults in South 

Ayrshire who may not normally feel they could attend a regular yoga class. 

Our classes are free but there is an option to make a donation at the end of 

the class (no questions asked!)  Classes are especially adapted to suit all 

levels of ability. We have a wide range of people attending our classes:  

people in their twenties, right up to those in their nineties, amputees, 

people with Parkinson‟s and people who have had strokes. Some people 

do the classes standing and others on a chair. We also have people who 

just don‟t have the confidence do a regular yoga class. The one thing that 

connects them all though is the benefit they feel from doing yoga with us. 

Some have even described it as „life-changing‟.  

Due to the Covid 19 Lockdown we are currently offering our classes online. 

All you need is access to the internet and a willingness to give it a try. You 

can book on our website and if you have any technical difficulties you can 

just contact us to ask for some help. We are really keen to reach out to 

people who are perhaps feeling isolated 

at the moment and offer them some 

company, some movement, some fun 

and some relaxation. Please book at 

yogable.org and if you would like any 

more information please contact Pauline 

on 07974024660. Hope to see you there! 
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In Lieu Of Signpost 
 

Bad News                      

Sadly, there will be no annual Signpost magazine 

this year. 

Good News                   

Instead, there will be two extra Newsletters in July 

and August and these will be posted on the Church 

website. 

Even Better News       

We would like to beef up the content of these extra Newsletters with 

some longer, Signpost-type articles. 

Great News                  

So here is a great opportunity for all you creative writers out there to put 

pen to paper and to contribute some in-depth reading to our July and 

August Newsletters. 

What Can I Write?      

Anything that you have found to be inspiring, an achievement or event, 

something worthy of celebration or commemoration, a personal 

experience or perhaps a historical account or personal reflection. 

Traditional themes are, but are not limited to, the Church, community and 

the youth work being done by our fantastic young people. 

Our July and August Newsletters will be what we make them. So, if you 
can help, that would be very much appreciated. Please submit your 
articles to allowaychurch.newsletter@gmail.com. Anything up to 750 
words and a photograph or two would be great.  

 

Publicity Committee Members 
 

The Publicity Committee is seeking new members with moderate IT skills 

to help with its various activities. 

Please contact Douglas Thow on 01292-441271. 
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This time of year is a very important time for the scouts 
with the build up to the celebration of the rebirth of Christ, 
Easter. The scouting association has always been 
heavily linked to the Church so it is very important that 
we celebrate lent and Easter and we have been doing 
just that. Recently we had a parade to thank the Church 
for the continued loan of the halls we use every Friday 
night. As usual the scouts were very well dressed with 
the majority of us in kilts and full uniform, a pleasant 
change from the usual casual clothes with the shirt we 
are used to for the Friday nights. We had a sermon from 
the minister and it was a nice use of a Sunday morning. 
We had some hymns that we sang, all to do with Easter 
of course. We had some of the boys brigade come out 
and speak to us, one even played the tuba! Some of our 
own scouts read some passages of the Bible, providing a 
nice change of voices. Then we had the marching. We 
had the usual flags from the scouts and boys brigade 
however, it was raining so we only did a lap of the 
Church. The boys brigade didn't realise this was what we 
were doing and led themselves out to the road to parade. 
This was quickly sorted out however and all the groups 
lined up outside the Church. I hope that there are many 
more Easter related activities in store over the next few 
weeks. 

Colin Paterson 

EASTER and SCOUTING 

(articles submitted by Scouts and Explorers) 
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We enjoy scouts all year round because we get to play 
games and appreciate the environment around us. We 
love Easter because this means that we can play some 
of our favourite games outside and that is what we love 
to do in scouts, some of our favourite games include 
Indians (you have to stop someone from getting back to 
their side while they try to tap you), square game (you 
have to get the other people out of your square) and 
danish netball (each team has a catcher and they are at 
the enemy team‟s side and they have to catch their 
team‟s ball). Sometimes we go out and cook food like 
hotdogs and bananas with chocolate on an open fire. 

Easter is also great because it is the start of new life and 
a new beginning (and the chocolate is always good). 
Easter is the holiday made to symbolise Jesus being 
reborn and rolling the stone away. Every year we do a 
parade at Easter to say thank you to the Church because 
they let us use the hall for free so we march to Shanters 
Way and back as a symbol of thanks. These are some of 
the reasons why we love scouts and Easter, thank you 
for reading my article on Scouts & Easter. 

Kieran Graham 
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Easter is the best time of year – it gets beautiful and 
brighter, and in scouts that opens a lot of possibilities. 
After time spent indoors, we can go out and enjoy the 
outdoors, the concept that draws everyone to this 
amazing organisation. Many a night has been spent in 
Cambus Doon, playing wide games, building shelters and 
cooking over fires. All whilst learning how to respect the 
environment around us and making sure it stays clean 
and fruitful. We have a saying; take nothing but pictures 
and leave nothing but footprints. Every time we are out of 
the halls, we make sure that we leave no trace, albeit 
removing and replacing turf to hide the ashes and fire to 
keep it pleasant, or checking we haven‟t left waste or 
rubbish in whatever environment we are in. 

A typical day out starts off with an activity, such as a 
challenge like widespread Morse code or shelter building. 
During Easter this is the most exciting, as the sun is 
setting and its light enough to see, but dark enough to 
build tension and add a feeling of excitement and 
urgency. After we complete our task, we will gather 
around the arch and enjoy some of Nigel‟s famous 
scalding-hot hot chocolate (and of course a wagon 
wheel). By this time the only light is from a fire set by the 
leaders to make the hot chocolate, and when we all 
finish, a wide game is started in the pitch dark – as 
chaotic and brilliant as you can imagine – 30 kids in a 
sugar rush having the time of their lives. Looking back on 
this last decade, I have no regrets and have enjoyed 
every moment in Easter Scouting, and look forward to my 
few years left. 

Calum Cooke 
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Strange Times at the 100
th

 Alloway. 
 

Well, what strange times we find ourselves in. I cannot help but reflect 
on the fact that I have been on this planet for 56 years and have never 
experienced anything quite like this. The young members of our youth 
organisations however, have literally been thrown in at the deep end 
and will subsequently have to find strategies with which to cope with 
this situation. Unlike most of us, they will not have the advantage of 
being able to fallback on many years of life skills and experiences. 
 

BC (Before Corona), the 100th Alloway were busy settling into the 
spring term and I present you with some brief accounts from the 
various leaders: 
 

BEAVERS (6 - 8 years) 
 

Beaver Leader: Lewis Hedge 
Contact: 
100thallowaybeavers@gmail.com 
Meet Monday (18:10 - 19:20)  
 

Lewis, ably assisted by Jenna and 
Carly, were running Beaver meetings 
right up to lockdown. One of their last 
activities involved building Bob the 
Builder from recycling materials, 
whilst learning about the human body. 
By all accounts, some of the Beaver 
Colony continue to work on badges 
whilst at home.  
 

Lewis receives regular updates from 
some of the parents, informing him 
that their children are very keen to 
return ASAP.   
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CUBS (8 - 10½ years)  
 

Cub Leader David Codling writes: 
Contact: alloway_cubs@yahoo.co.uk 
Meet Monday (19:00 - 20:30) 
 

Continues to be very popular, we currently have 32 Cubs; 30 boys and 
2 girls. 
We also have a waiting list which we cannot take anyone off because 
our numbers are due to go up to 36 in September for a few months 
before returning back to 32 after Christmas. 
 

Before all the recent problems, we have been working on many 
badges including First Aid thanks to 2 first aid trainers who have been 
volunteering their time with us on a couple of occasions. 
 

Before Christmas we visited Ayr fire 
station which was extremely popular and 
for a Christmas craft activity with a 
difference we recruited a whole team of 
parents & grandparents for one night when 
we made snowmen out of logs using 
power tools. The kids loved it! 
 

Summary - we are doing our best to keep things going during these 
difficult times, Cubs are having weekly online meetings (Zoom) from 
the comfort of their own homes, which is going down very well. 
In fairness, I would be very keen for my child to return too, if my 
children were still of Beaver age. 
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SCOUTS (10½ - 14 years) 
 
Scout Leader Kieran Codling writes: 
Contact: 100thallowayscouts@gmail.com 
Meet Friday (19:30 - 21:30) 
 
Before we were forced to close we have been working on our 
challenge badges by doing some outdoor activities of a scientific 
nature. This included building structures out of spaghetti and 
marshmallows and dropping egg parcels off bridges, with the scouts 
designing items out of newspaper and tape to stop the eggs breaking. 
We had planned to run a campfire evening, at some point before 
summer, to tie in fire safety with some backwoods cooking on an open 
fire.  
 
The older scouts APLs and PLs had begun planning their own nights, 
which included a shelter building night using foraged materials at 
Cambusdoon; a chef night cooking items in the kitchen at the Church 
halls, the exact food having not yet been decided.  
 
It is looking possible that our Scout camp this year may have to be 
cancelled but I will update parents on this nearer the time as that is 
still a long way away. 
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EXPLORERS (14 - 18 years) 
 

Explorer Leader: David Codling 
Contact: allowayexplorers@gmail.com 
Meet fortnightly (19:30 - 21:30) 
 

Again, hugely popular at the moment, with number numbers currently 
standing at 21.  This number includes members that we have drawn 
from the 18th Ayrshire who don't have an Explorer Unit, so it‟s great that 
they are able to continuing in Scouting. 
 

You will have seen an article on page 13 by Calum Cooke. Calum has 
been with the 100th since Beavers and has recently been successfully 
selected for Blair Athol International Camp, which is not easy by any 
means.   
 

Scouts and Explorers - we are going to attempt an online quiz night 
soon to try and keep you all engaged. 

 

This time last year, our Scouts and Explorers were preparing for our trip 
to Croatia, in which 23 young people spent a week in the sun, 
accompanied by: Dave, Kieran, Andrew (Assistant Scout Leader) and 
myself.  A fantastic time was had by all and many activities were 
participated in, including the highlight of my week, a day trip to Venice. 
Thankfully, that was last year; if it were this one, we almost certainly 
wouldn‟t be going. 
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There are a few camps for all sections, other than the Beavers, 
planned for this year - but obviously, sadly they are all now in 
jeopardy. 
 
It‟s impossible to say when the 100th Alloway will reconvene, but we 
will follow guidelines set by the Scouting Association in order to make 
our decision.  
 
When we do - as always - we can usually use some extra help. Have 
you ever considered helping to run a Scouting section? Do you have 
skills or interests that you could pass on to young people? Do you 
have accounting skills? (sadly, our Treasurer is looking to stand down 
after many years service) Think you can help in anyway? Then please 
contact me. 
 
If you wish to add your child‟s name to any of our waiting lists, then 
please either contact the relevant leader, or myself and I will 
endeavour to pass it on to the relevant section. 
 
Yours in Scouting, 
 
Nigel Bradey (Group Scout Leader) 
 
gsl.100thallowayscouts@gmail.com 
 
07903 583292 

 
 

 

mailto:gsl.100thallowayscouts@gmail.com
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Boys Brigade        
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With Lockdown this year there was no time for the Display and 
Presentation Evening. However, clearly there is much work to be 
celebrated and honoured this year.  
Social isolation has knocked the Event Management Project for this year. 
The Combat Stress Fayre, 3 Dog Agility weekends are all non-starters. 
The lads have more than made up for this with the “behind the scenes” 
work during isolation. 
It is humbling hearing about how they are helping.   
One report was of one boy who put invites round his street, offering 
assistance.   
His first request came from an elderly lady with no internet or online 
banking and needed to receive and send messages.  
He sourced a solution, which he paid for out of his own pocket and was 
refunded on delivery. 
Another cleaned a neighbours pond/BBQ/patio and paths.  His 
grandparents then arranged for another couple of wee jobs. 
I have now arranged a competition for them: 
 

Who did the most activities; 
Who did the most unusual task; 
The most practical task. 
 

Events cancelled as a result of isolation: Band Competition, Volleyball, 
Basketball, Squad Drill, Battalion Parade and Inspection. 
Camp for July is on hold but can be rearranged for August. 
Lots of positive things in this time of unusual uncertainty and worry. 
 

Keep Safe and Best Wishes . 
 

Stewart Robertson 
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Congratulations go to the following boys who were awarded the 
Queensbadge (all have asked to return as staff in Anchors, 
Junior and Company Sections). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Silver Duke of Edinburgh Award 

 

Matthew Alison Aiden Moore 

Calum Bain Daniel Nicol 

Lewis Doak Craig Steele 

Misha Hildebrandt George Sweeney 

James McDonnell Jamie Walker 

Matthew Alison Aiden Moore 

Calum Bain Daniel Nicol 

Lewis Doak Craig Steele 

James McDonnell George Sweeney 
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Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Award 
 
 
 
 

 
Presidents Badge 

 

 

Daniel Stephen Grey 
Callum Allison McDonnell 
Jamie Hannah  

Matthew Cunningham Joshua Mirtle 

Aiden Fowler Maxwell Wilson 

Ryan Hillier Misha Hildebrandt 

Daniel Alison Jamie Grey 

Callum Hannah Stephen McDonnell 
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PARISH RECORD 
 

 

 

 
   

 

 

“Blessed are those who die in the Lord” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            
Do visit allowaychurch.org and facebook.com/allowayparishchurch45/ 

03.04.20 Arthur Walker Barnford Crescent 

13.04.20 Jane Dewar Berelands House Care Home 

15.04.20 Annie Kutscher Castle View 

   

   

Editor this month was Lynda Mary. 
June newsletter deadline: 25/05/2020 12noon. 

Contributions should be sent to: 
allowaychurch.newsletter@gmail.com 

https://allowaychurch.org
https://facebook.com/allowayparishchurch45/
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